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The resultant effects of humanities industrial age pose a devastating threat to us all. The long-term impacts
of climate change, consumption driven economics, aggressive resource depletion, overpopulation, ocean
acidification, agricultural shortfall, water scarcity, and the runaway greenhouse effect (to name a few) will
all have dire consequences for Earth’s global ecology and built environment. We have entered the so called
‘Anthropocene’ - an epoch defined by human activities having a greater significant impact on Earth’s
ecosystems than any natural process. We need to consider radically adapting our paradigm of living if we
wish to continue not only to flourish but to even survive as a species.
Future Resilient Communities looks at the speculative transformation of the former Cave Hill limestone
quarry located 41km north-east of Melbourne at Lilydale, VIC from dilapidated and scarified industrial land
to a prototypical future resilient community. A community able to withstand short and long term outside
disturbance due to the consequences of the Anthropocene. The project was divided into two phases of
greatly varied scale:
Firstly, that of a masterplan of a future prototypical community under the auspice of ‘Cave Hill Quarry
Masterplan’ and secondly at the scale of an individual prototypical home that endeavoured to create a
beautiful space built around shared amenity that can also become a self sufficient microcosm or safehaven
when required in times of need. Both the masterplan and this house design were interpreted through a frame
work comprised of the five central project tenants:
Resilience – defined as the capacity of the system to survive external disturbance.
Reliability – defined as independence of the system from external systems if required.
Biodiversity – defined as improved biodiversity and that contributes to a healthier habitation environment.
Economy – defined as efficient use of resources during construction and ongoing lifecycle of system.
Community – defined as Integration and consideration of community throughout the system.
Overall both scales of prototypical system attempted to strengthen themselves by the overlap and integration
of different systems together to increase the resilience, livability and potential for good of the systems as whole
in perpetuity. An attempt was made to address as many of the contemporary issues regarding the resilience
of the built environment and future communities in general whilst attempting to avoid the pitfalls of past
modernist utopian agricultural schemes such as the Garden Cities movement or the Metabolist forays into
sustainable agricultural communities, or by the single minded application of singular principles in regards to
what is ‘sustainable’ or ‘resilient’.
Integral to the ‘Safehaven’ housing prototype itself was the application of materials and subsystems that not
only served those underlying architectural and aesthetic needs but also addressed concerns directly tied to
such resilience and sustainability in general. This meant shunning low value ‘recycled’ or ‘toxic’ materials and
utilising high performance long lasting materials. The application of principles derived from Cradle To Cradle
design and the Living Building Challenge being heavily relied upon during the selection and design process
of the house in an attempt to create a beautiful multi-family resididence in line with potential future living
paradigms.
It was the aspiration of the project that it could be used as a way to explore ideas both hypothetical and
contemporary in relation to those problems facing the built environment and society in general in response to
this ‘Anthropocene’ through the cross polination of a multiplicity of ideas and approachs, so that ultimately
the whole system would strive for a greater resilience whilst embracing its context and enrichening the lives of
those inhabitants of it’s community both local, greater and global.
Carey Landwehr
M.Arch 300pt Program - Studio C
Semester 1, 2016
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- Future Resilient Communities Cave Hill Quarry Masterplan
Future Resilient Communities looks at the speculative
transformation of the former Cave Hill limestone quarry
located 22km north-east of Melbourne at Lilydale, VIC from
dilapidated and scarified industrial land to a prototypical
future resilient community.
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- Future Resilient Communities Safehaven Resilient Systems
Integral to the Safehaven prototype is the application of
a broad range of overlapping resilient systems.
Combined these systems create multiple defenses
from
many
threats,
creating
a
prototypical
house that is greater than the sum of its parts.
As with the resilience masterplan these systems can
be broken down into the categories of energy, water,
extreme weather, agricultural shortfall, communications
and external resilience. All of which lead to a more resilient,
healthier living environment.

Materiality
Also integral to the Safehaven prototype is the application of
materials that not only serve those underlying architectural
and aesthetic needs but also address concerns directly
tied to resilience and sustainability in general. This means
shunning low value ‘recycled’ or ‘toxic’ materials and
utilising high performance long lasting materials. The
application of principles derived from Cradle To Cradle
design and the Living Building Challenge being heavily
relied upon during the selection process.
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- Future Resilient Communities Safehaven Resilient House
The Safehaven Resilient House is a large dwelling
which is designed to accommodate between 4-8
people in the course of normal occupation. During
times of crisis it is designed to allow for the intake of
more inhabitants from the surrounding community.
The endeavour is to create a beautiful space
built around a shared courtyard amenity that
can also become a self sufficient microcosm
or safehaven when required in times of need.
The capacity of the system is such that Safehaven can
compartmentalise to further limit risk by the separation of
the ‘Pod’ from the main house as well as the inclusion of
a basement which itself can serve as an additional shelter
within a shelter.
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